We present a new class of unified SO(10) models where the GUT symmetry breaking down to the standard model gauge group involves just one scale, in contrast to the conventional SO(10) models which require two scales. Further, the models we discuss possess a natural doublet-triplet splitting via the missing partner mechanism without fine tuning. Such models involve 560+560 pair of heavy Higgs fields along with a set of light fields. The 560 + 560 are the simplest representations of SO(10) besides the 126 + 126 which contain an excess of color triplets over SU (2) L doublets.
Introduction
Gauge symmetry based on SO(10) provides a framework for unifying the SU (3) C ×SU (2) L ×U (1) Y gauge groups and for unifying quarks and leptons in a single 16-plet spinor representation [1] .
Additionally, the 16-plet also contains a right-handed singlet state, which is needed to give mass to the neutrino via the seesaw mechanism. Supersymmetric SO(10) models have the added attraction that they predict correctly the unification of gauge couplings, and solve the hierarchy problem by virtue of SUSY. However, SUSY SO(10) models, as usually constructed, have two drawbacks, both related to the symmetry breaking sector. Typically three types of Higgs fields are needed, e.g., 16 + 16 for rank reduction, 45 for breaking the symmetry down to the standard model symmetry, and a 10 for electroweak symmetry breaking. The above implies that two different mass scales are involved in breaking of the GUT symmetry, one to reduce the rank and the other to reduce the symmetry all the way to SU (3) There we also exhibited the possibility to obtain from the same irreducible 144 + 144 multiplets a pair of light Higgs doublets, necessary for the breaking of the electroweak symmetry. However, the second problem mentioned above, of extreme fine-tuning for making the Higgs doublets light, was not solved in that framework.
This doublet-triplet (DT) splitting problem is quite generic in grand unified models. One remedy proposed to solve the problem is the so called missing VEV mechanism [5] where the vacuum expectation value (VEV) of a 45 Higgs field which breaks the SO(10) symmetry lies in the (B − L)-preserving direction, and generates masses for the Higgs triplets but not for the Higgs doublets from a 10-plet. This mechanism works in SO(10) and has no analog in SU (5) . A second remedy is the missing partner mechanism, first discovered in the context of SU (5) [6] and later investigated for SO(10) [7] . In SU (5), the missing partner mechanism requires the representations 50 + 50 + 75 (all heavy) in addition to the light 5 +5 of Higgs. 2 Now, it turns out the 50 + 50 have one pair of Higgs triplets/anti-triplets and no Higgs doublets. Thus when they mix with the 5 +5, the Higgs triplets/anti-triplets in 5 +5 become heavy, while the Higgs doublets in 5 +5 remain light since there are no Higgs doublets in 50 + 50 for them to pair with. The 75-plet Higgs is needed to induce the mixing of the color triplets from the 5 +5 and the 50 +50. In Ref. [7] the missing partner mechanism was extended to SO(10) by considering the set of heavy fields 126 + 126 + 210 and a set of light fields. The lowest dimensional representations of SO(10) that contain 50 + 50 of SU (5) are the 126 + 126. The 210 is needed since it contains the 75 of SU (5).
In this paper we first investigate systematically the missing partner SO(10) models anchored by the 126 + 126. Here two new possibilities are found, in addition to the model proposed in Ref. [7] .
Then we discuss a new class of SO(10) models, where we solve the DT splitting problem via the missing partner mechanism, and simultaneously achieve the one-step GUT symmetry breaking of SO(10). Here the missing partner mechanism is anchored by a pair of 560 + 560 Higgs fields, which also contain 50 + 50 under SU (5) for consistency is that all exotics (particle other than the Higgs doublets of the MSSM) from the 560 + 560 or 126 + 126 must acquire GUT scale masses, which is satisfied in the models presented here.
Some of the models developed lead to fully realistic fermion masses and mixings. For those which do not, we suggest a method of adding equal number of heavy and light fields to the Higgs spectrum outlined above, which leaves the missing partner mechanism intact. The MSSM fields H u and H d will now have an admixture of these newly added light field, which in turn makes the fermion masses fully realistic. In particular, we find that these models can naturally lead to large neutrino mixing angles, including a sizable θ 13 .
The outline of the rest of the paper is as follows: In Sec. 2 we describe the essence of the missing partner mechanism in SU (5). In Sec. 3 we discuss the missing partner mechanism anchored by 126 + 126. Here we identify three viable models which require no fine tuning. In Sec. 4 we discuss the newly proposed missing partner mechanism anchored by 560+560 Higgs fields. Since the models based on 560 + 560 are new and not familiar we discuss further details of these in Secs. 5-8. Thus in Sec. 5 we discuss the 560-plet as a constrained spinor-tensor multiplet, and exhibit explicitly its components for calculational purposes. In Sec. 6 we discuss the breaking of the GUT symmetry by 560 + 560 multiplet so that SO(10) → SU (3) C × SU (2) L × U (1) Y using a single mass scale.
Numerical solutions are presented to the six coupled minimization conditions involving the VEVs of the sub-multiplets 1, 24, 75 and1, 24, 75. In Sec. 7 we compute the Higgs doublet and the Higgs triplet mass matrices in one model, i.e., the model with the Higgs fields 560 + 560 + (2 × 10 + 320).
A brief discussion of how realistic fermion masses can arise in these models is presented in Sec. 8.
Conclusions are given in Sec. 9. Some further calculational details on spontaneous breaking with 560 + 560 multiplet are given in the Appendix.
Missing Partner Mechanism in SU (5)
Before discussing the missing partner mechanism in SO(10) we briefly review the simpler case of missing partner mechanism in SU (5). The simplest Higgs structure which breaks SU (5) and contains Higgs doublets needed for the breaking of the electroweak symmetry consists of 5(H 2 ) + 5(H 1 ) and a 24-plet of Higgs with a superpotential of the type
Here, if the 24-plet develops a VEV of the form Σ = V diag (2, 2, 2, −3, −3) arising from the minimization of the first two terms in Eq. (1), then SU (5) breaks down to
However, the Higgs doublets and Higgs triplets/anti-triplets in 5+5 would gain super-heavy masses and a fine tuning of one part in 10 14 is needed to make the Higgs doublets light, without also making the color triplets light.
To obtain Higgs doublets naturally light without fine tuning, one can utilize a different array 
Here W 0 (75) = M 75 75 2 + λ 75 3 , which generates a VEV for the Standard Model singlet component of 75 and breaks the SU (5) symmetry down to 
with the decomposition for the5 and 50 obvious from Eq. (3 works in SU (5). Of course, as a GUT group SO(10) is more desirable than SU (5) and thus it is of interest to discuss the various possibilities to achieve the missing partner mechanism in SO(10).
The main aim of this paper is to explore these possibilities.
3 Missing Partner Mechanism in SO(10) Anchored by 126 + 126
In searching for the missing partner mechanism in SO(10) we note once again that the mechanism works in SU (5) because of the central fact that the 50 + 50 multiplets in SU (5) contain an SU (3) C triplet/anti-triplet pair but no SU (2) L doublets. Thus to implement the mechanism at the level of SO(10), a simple procedure would be to look for SO(10) representations which contain the SU (5) representations 50 + 50. Now the lowest irreducible representation of SO(10) where the 50 (50) appears is the 126(126) while the next one is 560(560) [8] . The case 126 + 126 has been studied in [7] . Here we systematically investigate this case, and find three viable solutions without fine 
Thus to achieve DT splitting in this case one needs a heavy sector consisting of (126 + 126 + 210).
Since 126 + 126 contain 2 doublet pairs and 3 triplet/anti-triplets pairs, and since 210 contains one doublet pair and one triplet/anti-triplets pair, one has a total of (3,4) (doublet, triplet/anti-triplets )
pairs from the heavy sector. Suppose the light sector contains (4,4) (doublet, triplet/anti-triplets )
pairs. If the light sector obtains mass only by mixing with the heavy sector, one will be left with just one pair of light Higgs doublets while all the triplets/anti-triplets will be heavy. We now discuss various ways of achieving this. The model just described is fully realistic. Symmetry breaking occurs consistently [9] , there are no unwanted light states, and the masses and mixings of quarks and leptons are induced correctly.
The last fact follows from the two flavor symmetric sets of Yukawa couplings with the 10-plets of Higgs which contribute equally to down quark and charged lepton masses, an antisymmetric set of Yukawa coupling with the 120-plet which distinguishes down quarks and charged leptons, and the Yukawa couplings to the 126-plet which generates heavy masses for the right-handed neutrinos. In contrast, when the missing partner mechanism is employed in SU (5), the degeneracy between the down quarks and charged leptons is not lifted. The simplest way out of the wrong mass predictions in this case would be to also add a vector-like pair of fermions in the 10 + 10 representations, the components of which mix by different amounts with the down quarks and the charged leptons through couplings such as 10 i 10 75 (i = 1 − 3 is the family index). Alternatively, one could resort to higher dimensional non-renormalizable operators. Generating neutrino masses via the seesaw mechanism would also require the introduction of a singlet fermion sector in SU (5).
What about other possibilities for the light states in missing partner SO(10) models with {126 + 126 + 210} heavy fields? Since the heavy sector has four pairs of color triplet/anti-triplet fields, it might appear that mixing four 10-plets with these heavy fields could also lead to the desired light Higgs doublets. However, this is not so. In this case, only two combinations of the four 10-plets will get involved in the light-heavy mixings analogous to Eq. In spite of the various constraints that need to be satisfied, we have found two additional ways of realizing the missing partner mechanism with the use of 126 + 126 pair that do not lead to light exotics.
(ii) Heavy {126 + 126 + 45} + Light {10 + 120} model: 
The 45 2 in the first two terms of Eq. (9) act effectively as a 210-plet of model (i). DT splitting would then work in analogy with Eq. (7), although in the present case there is only a single 10-plet light state (as opposed to two light 10-plets in Eq. (7)). This difference arises because, unlike the heavy 210 which contains a pair of doublets and triplets, the 45-plet employed in Eq. (9) (2)) .
Additionally, when the VEVs of 1(−6) of the 126 and the 1(6) of the 126 are inserted in Eq. (iii) Heavy {126 + 126} + Light {10 + 120} model:
The last possibility for realizing the missing partner mechanism utilizing the {126 + 126} heavy fields is the one developed in Ref. [7] , which we briefly summarize. Here one uses a {126+ 126} pair of heavy fields with the feature that these fields do not acquire VEVs. There are additional heavy Higgs fields belonging to {210+16+16} which acquire VEVs and break the SO(10) gauge symmetry 
Once the 75 plet of SU (5) in the 210 of SO(10) acquires a VEV, all exotics from the 120 would acquire masses, as in Eq. (8) of model (i). The main difference of this model, compared to Eq. (7) is that here the {126 + 126} heavy fields do not acquire VEVs, and as a result the light doublet count is different.
It was shown in Ref. [7] that there exists a U (1) symmetry that forbids all unwanted couplings to sufficiently high order. This includes the absence of mass terms for the light fields. In this paper we simply use the supersymmetric non-renormalization theorem to set the light field masses (or effective masses) to small values.
Missing Partner Mechanism Anchored by 560 + 560
As mentioned in the introduction, the second smallest irreducible representation after 126(126) with the feature that it contains 50(50) of SU (5) needed for missing partner mechanism is 560(560). An additional nice feature of the 560(560) set is that it also contains the 75(75)-plet representation.
Unlike the case of 126 + 126 where a 210-plet was needed for this purpose, here there is no need for any other Higgs fields for symmetry breaking. We shall demonstrate how the 560+560 pair of Higgs breaks the SO(10) symmetry down to SU (3) C × SU (2) L × U (1) Y in one step in Sec. 6. Here we study its attributes for realizing the missing partner mechanism in a simple and non-technical way, with more technical discussions given in Secs. 5 and 6. The 560 is a tensor-spinor representation, 
The 560 contains one up-type Higgs doublet, three down-type doublets, one color triplet and four color anti-triplets. This follows from Eq. (12), but can also be inferred from the decomposition of 
which shows that it contains 3 doublet and 3 triplet/anti-triplet pairs.
We assume a superpotential of the form 
where R v = 1, 24, 75 are the SU (5) representations from the 560 + 560 that develop VEVs. We see that there is a one to one pairing of the light exotics with the heavy ones which will make all the light exotics heavy. The remaining components are just the 5-plets and5-plets in Eq. (14) which enter in the DT splitting realizing the missing partner mechanism. So we find that the only massless Higgs fields left after spontaneous breaking are a pair of Higgs doublets and all the rest become super-heavy and are removed from the low energy spectrum.
One might wonder if one of the two 10-plets in the light sector can be replaced by a 16 + 16, which also contain one pair of doublets and one triplets. Although one can write higher dimensional terms of the type 560 · 560 · 16 2 for mixing color triplets, the 16 must develop a VEV along its SM singlet direction for this purpose. Setting the F -term for 16 and 560 would show that one of the two VEVs should vanish, in which case the missing partner mechanism is not effective.
We note in passing that each of these models have SU (5) couplings of type 10·10·5 and 10·10·5.
Thus a flipped symmetry breaking chain, i.e., SO(10) → SU (5)
The results of the analysis, both with 126 + 126 and 560 + 560 heavy fields are summarized in Table 1 . Table 1 : Exhibition of Higgs doublet pairs (D) consisting of up-type and down-type Higgs doublets, and Higgs triplet/anti-triplet (T) pairs in the SO(10) missing partner models discussed in this work. In case (iii) the 126 + 126 heavy fields do not acquire super-heavy VEVs. Additional 210+16+16 fields, which do not mix with the 126+126, are utilized for SO(10) symmetry breaking in this case.
560 and 560 as Constrained 2 nd Rank Antisymmetric TensorSpinor Multiplets
In this section we build up the technology to deal with the 560 + 560 multiplets quantitatively.
These results will be applied in Sec. 6 to study the one step symmetry breaking of SO(10) down to the SM, and in Sec. 7 for the computation of the doublet and the triplet Higgs mass matrices using 320 + 2 × 10 light Higgs sector. As mentioned in Sec. 4, for the analysis to follow, it is convenient to consider an SU (5) × U (1) X decomposition of the 560 multiplet. Thus the 560 multiplet under
where, for example, 1(−5) means that it is a singlet of SU (5) with a U (1) quantum number of −5
and where quantities in the brackets represent the tensorial structure of each SU (5) multiplet. The 560 multiplet of SO(10) is a 16-plet spinor with two tensor indices and we represent this tensorspinor by |Θ 560 µν >, where |Θ 560 µν > is anti-symmetric in the indices µν and satisfies the constraint Γ µ |Θ 560 µν >= 0. Here µ, ν are the SO(10) indices, i.e., µ, ν = 1, 2, · · · 10, and Γ µ are the SO(10) gamma matrices which satisfy the Clifford algebra relation {Γ µ , Γ ν } = 2δ µν I. The irreducible tensor-spinor |Θ 560 µν > can be obtained from the reducible tensor-spinor |Θ 720 µν > by subtraction of the 160 plet given by Γ µ |Θ 720 µν >. To proceed further, a useful approach is in terms of an oscillator expansion where one defines Γ µ in terms of SU (5) oscillators as follows [11, 12] : In the decomposition of SO(10) tensors into SU (5) tensors it is convenient to first express the SO(10) tensors in terms of a specific set of SU (5) reducible tensors. These can then be further decomposed into irreducible SU (5) tensors. The explicit computations of the SO(10) couplings involving the 560 multiplet require in addition the techniques of the Basic Theorem developed in [13] where one expresses the interaction structure using a Wick expansion in terms of the SU (5) oscillators.
We now explicitly state the expansion of the 560 dimensional tensor-spinor in its SU (5) oscillator modes where we have implemented the constraint Γ µ |Θ 560 µν >= 0. The result of a detailed analysis gives
Eqs. (18-23) show how the various SU (5) components given in Eq. (17) 
The first term in W represents the mass term for the 45-dimensional anti-symmetric tensor and the B entering Eq. (24) is the SO(10) charge conjugation operator so that B = −ı
Integrating out the 45-plet and giving the following VEVs to the 1-plets, the 24-plets, and the 75-plets of SU (5) contained in the 560 and 560,
we get, 
Here, for example, the 24-plet of SU (5) contained in the 560-plet of SO(10) has the Standard Model singlet denoted by S (24) , while, the 75-plet of SU (5) contained in the 560-plet of SO (10) has the Standard Model singlet denoted by S (75) , etc..
Using Eq. (26) we now look for solutions for which
are satisfied simultaneously. In general there are six VEVs to be determined. Since these are coupled cubic equations in six parameters it is not possible to solve these equations analytically.
Further, the number of allowed solutions is very large. Thus the solutions to the VEV equations were carried out numerically on Mathematica. Since the number of allowed solutions is rather large we display here only a few sample cases. Thus, for the case when the VEVs of 1(−5) and1(5) are taken equal, and similarly for 24(−5) and 24(5), and for 75(−5) and 75(5), we display in Table 4 Table 2 : Table 2 : Numerical estimates of the VEVs of the singlet, the 24-plet and the 75-plet fields in the 560 + 560 multiplets in the spontaneous breaking of the SO(10) gauge symmetry at the GUT scale.
a set of 10 solutions, two for each value of M 45 · M 560 . We display one such solution below
where the VEVs are all in the unit of GeV. The VEVs of Eq. (27) are close to the conventional unification scale of 2 × 10 16 GeV. We note that in determining the VEVs only the product of
7 Higgs Doublets and Higgs Triplet Mass Matrices in 560 + 560 + (2 × 10 + 320) Model
In Table 3 Table 3 : A list of non-vanishing mass terms for the Higgs doublets in the 560 + 560 + 320 + 2 × 10 missing partner model. 
The mass matrix arising from Table 3 leads to one pair of massless Higgs doublets while all the other Higgs doublets become heavy.
The triplet/anti-triplet mass matrix is given in Table 4 . Here t 1 − t 35 are defined similar to The triplet/anti-triplet mass matrix arising from the entries of Table 4 
Fermion Masses, b − t − τ Unification and Proton Decay
The matter fields as usual will reside in three generations of 16-plets and these will have cubic couplings with the light Higgs doublets. Typically in models discussed in Table 1 Such models can generate fully consistent quark and lepton masses, and also large neutrino mixing angles. The case where the Yukawa couplings to the light 120 is small would be a special case of a minimal SO(10) model that has been widely studied [14] . This model actually predicts a relatively large value of sin 2 2θ 13 ≈ 0.085, which is compatible with the recent results from T2K [15] and MINOS [16] experiments. While the models presented here do not predict the value of θ 13 , this special case suggests that they can certainly accommodate such large values for this neutrino mixing angle.
Next we consider briefly the fermion masses and mixings in the 560+ 56 + 10 1 + 10 2 + 320 model. Since the 320 does not couple to 16 i matter multiplets, the symmetric coupling matrices of 10 i (i = 1, 2) would lead to the GUT scale degeneracy of down-type quarks and charged leptons. need not hold in this model for the reasons given above, i.e., that the couplings of H u and of H d are not necessarily equal at the unification scale. Thus in such models it is possible to achieve a b − t − τ unification without the necessity of a large tan β. Further, the Higgs triplet couplings in such models will as usual produce baryon and lepton number violating dimension five operators (For a review see [18] ). However, since the Higgs triplets/anti-triplets are linear combinations of several mass eigenstates it appears possible to suppress them via the cancellation mechanism [19] , i.e., via an appropriate choice of the mixing angles that enter in the linear combinations. Detailed analyses of these issues are outside the scope of this work.
Conclusion
Models based on SO(10) are desirable for a variety of reasons and continue to attract attention (For recents work see [20] and the references therein). In this paper we have analyzed the missing partner mechanism anchored by the 126 + 126 Higgs fields and found three consistent models. We have also proposed and developed a new class of missing partner SO(10) models anchored by the 560 + 560 multiplets. Here, for the light states an essentially unique possibility is found, consisting of {2 × 10 + 320} multiplets. This class of models allow for spontaneous breaking of the SO(10) gauge group to the Standard Model gauge group in one step at the unification scale, in contrast to the conventional SO(10) models where one needs two scales, i.e., one scale to break the rank of the group, and the second scale to reduce the gauge symmetry down to
Further, the models lead to a natural doublet-triplet splitting via the missing partner mechanism where all exotic fields become heavy leaving only a pair of light Higgs doublets. We note that one of the important issues concerns the gauge coupling unification scale M G .
As in well known gauge coupling unification is affected by heavy thresholds. A possibility of cancelations in the threshold effects among different fragments of 560 + 560 exists. However, this requires a detailed computation of all the heavy thresholds in the theory which is outside the scope of this work.
Finally, we note that the theory is not asymptotically free above the unification scale M G because of the large number of degrees of freedom. However, the physics beyond the unification scale is largely unknown because one is entering the domain where gravity becomes strong. This is specifically the case when one has a large number of degrees of freedom N since as pointed out recently [21] the effective fundamental scale here is reduced by a factor √ N which thus lies close to the scale M G . The above implies that non-renormalizable interactions due to the closeness of the fundamental scale could be large and must be included above M G , which would redefine the theory above this scale. More specifically, above the scale M G we should only work with the UV complete theory in this case.
Appendix: Further Details of spontaneous breaking with 560 + 560
Higgs and Absence of Goldstones
We discuss here some further aspects of spontaneous breaking with the 560+560 of Higgs fields. The simplest superpotential that would induce symmetry breaking SO(10)
is of the form
where r stands for the representation by which 560 contracts. Let us suppose the contraction is trivial, i.e., r is a singlet of SO(10). In this case the Lagrangian will have an SU (560) global symmetry and a VEV formation of any singlet of 560 will lead to 559 Goldstone bosons. To avoid this situation one must consider a non-trivial contraction and the simplest such contraction is when r = 45, i.e., one considers the case (560 · 560) 45 · (560 · 560) 45 . For the spontaneous symmetry breaking analysis it is useful to keep the 45-plet in the spectrum while analyzing the minimum of the potential, and then take the mass of the 45 to be very large to remove it from the spectrum.
The superpotential couplings will then have a mass term for 45, a mass term M for the 560, and in addition will have the following cubic coupling: symmetry breaking. The above analysis implies that in the analysis of spontaneous breaking one must consider non-trivial contractions, i.e., with r is Eq. (30) which is a non-singlet and specifically 45 or 210 and further the VEV growths for all the relevant fields, i.e., 1, 24, 75 in the 560 multiplet must be taken into account for consistency.
